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ABSTRACT

This paper presents an analysis ofthe clasping device on brooches during Scandinavian Iron Age.
It consists of a schedule of development and a cultural analysis of one of the changes. This step

of developmentwas a change ofconstruction metal, fromcopper-alloys to iron, which took place
around400 AD. To test if the change implied an improvement, experimental load tests were made
on reconstucted devices. A pervading intention is to point at the fruitfullness of the combination
ofcultural analysis, source material analysis and experimental laboratory analysis.

Introduction

Tecbnology is part of human culture and society. It is
obvious today and it is obvious throughout the history
of man. But the body of technological knowledge has

not been increasing constantly. Knowledge has been
gained and knowledge has been lost. In this paper an
analysis of the technological development of the clasp-
ing device on brooches in the Iron age of Scandinavia
is presented. The device is based on the same idea as the
modern safety-pin, invented in the 19e century AD
(Bray & Trump 198 8, Odelberg 1989). A complete list
of invented, forgotten and reinvented techniques would
be long. But what is important is that there have been
periods ofgain and periods ofloss, and that it is due to
the human society, "the non-technological factors" or
environment, what has been retained and what has been

neglected. Society decides what knowledge is impor-
tant, not technology itself. My intention is to put forth
some ideas on the interaction between the cultural and

social man and technology.

Technological change

The definition of technology used in this paper com-
prises all activities, adjusted to satisfy man's wishes

and needs, that result in changes in the material world.
These activities result in techniques, e.g. knowledge,
objects and processes with the mentioned effect (Lind-
qvist 1984, Nordin 1988, Teichman 1979).

Technology is inseparable from thehuman context it is
developed in. So it is because humans create technol-

ogy and the very same humans are bound by numbers
ofnon-technological factors which affect their techno-
logical possibilities. The factors could be such as social
and cultural structures, economy, regional geographic
features and demographic factors. The state of all these

factors, including technology, is related to all the
others in a very complex rnanner. This results in
different styles of technolog/, with the same effect on
the material world, in different societies. These condi-
tions make technology into a mirror of the natural
environment and the human context ithas developed in
(Boserup 1981, Hjärtner-Holdar 1989, Hughes 1979,
Lindqvist 1984). These factors also influence the
dynamics of technological change, by variation be-
tween limitation andpossibility (Righini-Bonelli 1979,
Subbarayappa 1979).

By its influence on the material wodd, tecbnology
tends to backfire on non-technological factors. This
can lead to changes in society by altered conditions of
life, economic changes and changes in social and

cultural structures (Boserup 1981, Kranzberg 1979,
Tägil 1979).

A technological change is often induced by need. But
as the function of technology in a society consists not
only of production, but of symbolic and military
functions as well, this is not always the case (Lindqvist
1984). Furthennore, a technique has to be accepted as

"usable" by the society. This judgement is indeed
subjective: a technique can be practically highly func-
tional but considered as unusable by non-technological
reasons (Nordin 1988). And as technology influences
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society, a change in technology can be used as a tool to

impose changes in a societY.

The most common way for a given society to receive a

change in technology is not by invention, but by

diffusion. This transport of ideas, knowledge and

objects is not necessarily straightforward, and is influ-
enced, to a relevant point, by the conditions in both the

receiving and the giving society. Different non-techno-

logical factors can be a great obstacle for diffusion, for
example different ideas of what is usable and not

(Boserup 1981, Nordin 1988, Lindqvist 1984).

A way to analyse technological change

According to the ideas about technological change

mentioned above a rough way to analyse a step in
technological development will be proposed.

By judging the ways the change might have been

induced, important clues of the characteristics of changes

are received, which is necessary for further analysis.

The next step is to examine technological and non-

technological factors which, with limitations and pos-

sibilities, might have interacted in the change. Now it
is possible to judge if the change is a primary develop-

ment or a secondary effect. The last step is to conclude

how the material world might have been changed by the

step and what effects, if any, it might have imposed on

non-technolo gical factors.

If it tums out to be a diffusion-course, the way of
analysis ought to be the same as for an invention-
course, with the difference that the conditions of both

receiver and giver are analysed.

The fibula and the brooch in EuroPe

A fibula is a decorative brooch of safety-pin form. It
consists of a bow, a spring and a pin which rests in a
catchplate. The name comes from the thin pointed leg

bonewhich served fromearly times as apin. Theword
brooch is most often used in post-Roman contexts, and

will be the word mainly used in this paper'

The earliest examples date from around 1300 BC, but

their origin is not yet established. There are two main

families of fibulae. In the south they were made in one

piece and occurred in Italy and Mycenaean Greece. To

this family the long La Tdne and Roman series of
varieties belong and from these the final forms in the

Saxon and Migration periods have derived.

In northern Europe the pin was generally made separate

from the bow. This is cleady seen in the Bronze Age

Fig l. Bronze Age fibula from Stenbro, Slite parish, Gotland. Note

that $e pin is seperste from the rest of the fibula. After Montelius

1917 (1987).

springless fibulae of Scandinavia (Fig 1.), and also in
the later spring equipped forms (Bray & Trump 1988).

A problem

Considerable research has been carried out on brooches.

But it has usually been the omaments and the artistic

features that have been the research subject. In this

work I have tried to look at the material from a slightly
different angle, and "turned it upside down" to study

the clasping technology. This formed a problem. Some

researchers didn'thave anynotes onwhat existed on the

back of the brooches. This might have influenced my

results when constructing the schedule of develop-

ment, as it is based on literature.

A schedule of development

The first step is to construct a schedule of development.

Then one of the steps of development will be more
closely examined.
Thedevelopmentof
thedeviceinthelron
Agebeginswith the

so called yoke de-

vice, shown in fig-
ure 2 (Almgren &
Nernan 1923,
Kivikoski L973,
Rygh 1885 folder3,
Serning 1966 table

Fig 2. The construction
ofthe yoke{evice. After
Isaksson 1990.
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Fig 3. Brooch from Backhagen, Tingstiide parish, Gotland. Note
lhe extreme proportions and the false coils. After Nyl6n 1956.

5 and 6). During the Early Iron Age the coils of the
device are part of the ornament of the brooch, which
leads to extreme proportions of the coils and even false
coils - a change inducedby the handicraft fashion trend.
The result of this can be seen on brooches from both
Pre-Roman and Roman Iron Age (Åberg 1956), for
example as in figure 3.

During the 4th century AD the extreme proportions
vanish in Norway, but are retained in Denmark and the
Baltic sea area in the crossbow-brooch (Fig 4)(Åberg
1956). With the coming of the cruciform brooches (Fig

5), thosewithex-
treme coils defi-
nitely go out of
fashion. The
cruciform
brooches have a

clasping device,
of the yoke-type,
with very small
coils hidden at the

back of the
brooch. In Scan-

dinavia the clasp-

Flg 5. Cruciformed
brooch from Opedal
in Ullensvag,
Hardanger, Norway.
After Schetelig 1912.

Fig 4. Crossbow-brooch from Hablingbo parish, Gotland. Äfter
Nerman 1935.

ing device is exclusively made of iron as regards this
type of brooch. And this is the first time iron appears
on brooches made of copper-alloys. There are earlier
single brooches, but no whole groups, with iron
device. These are considered as having been secondar-
ily repaired (e.g. Hjärtner-Holdar 1991). On the Con-
tinent this type of combination of materials first ap-
pears around 500 AD (Kihn 1940, Reichstein 1975,
Schetelig 1906).

The continuous development tends towards more and
more simple clasping-devices. The spring-coil gets

rare, and is replaced by the so called plate spring
device, shown in figure 6. This development is cleady
seen in the Viking Age brooches (Jansson 1985, Rygh
1 885, Thunmark-Nyldn 1983).

An analysis of a technological step of
development

The step to be more closely examined is the change of
metal of the device, which takes place around the year
400 AD. The analysis includes a comparison of iensile
properties of the metals of interest, experiments con-

cerning tensile
properties of re-
constructed de-

Fig 6. The construction

- 

of the plate spnng

- 

device.Afterlsaksson
1990.

f
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vices, a detection ofpossible induction ofthe develop-

ment, the influence of economic status and social

structure of society, the context of general technologi-

cal status and development, a detection of possible

ways of diffusion and a the,oretical determination of the

ways the development changes the material world.

Metals in use

To decide if the change of metal in the device implies

an improvement, the tensile properties of the metals of
interest will be compared.

There are very few metallurgical analyses made on

clasping devices. Some are presented by
Oldeberg(1942), though. These analyses show that

several copper-alloys were used, but there are no

analyses made on iron. Therefore the discussion below

is made with a wide perspective. None of the values

mentioned below are to be considered as absolute. They

are only used for relative comparison.

Copper

There are domestic copper-ores in Sweden, but these

sources have not been intensively used until Medieval

time. Although results of recent research show that the

domestic ores might have been used in the Viking Age
(Arrhenius, 1989), the craftsmen were obliged to rely
on imported copper during the main part of the Iron
Age.

Figure 7 shows that the tensile properties of copper
generally are low. At, for example, 80% thickness

reduction the rupture limit (Rm) for copper is only just

above 400 N/mm2 in this diagram. In this hardworked

condition the difference between rupture limit and

yield limit (Rpo.r) is small. This means that the metal is

TENSILE PROPERTIES FOR
COPPER

RUPTURE AND YIELD LIMIT (N/MM2)

brittle and will break as soon as the loading passes the

yield limit.

Brass

The domestic zinc-ores in Sweden are rare and have

hardly been used in prehistoric time (Serning 1987).

The brass has more likely been imported from the

Continent. The Romans developed a massproduction

of brass and other alloys with zinc for coinage, among

other things. In south-eastern Germany there are cop-
per-ores with a naturally high zinc content which have

been used in prehistoric time (Arrhenius 1 9 89 , Tylecote

1976). The earliest proof of copper-zinc alloys in
Sweden dates back to the middle Iron Age.

Figure 8 shows for abrass with3}% zinc thatthis metal

reaches a higher rupture limit than copper at 8O%

thickness reduction: more than 700 N/mm2. But the

difference between rupture limit and yield limit is srnall

for brass, too.

TENSILE PROPERTIES FOR
BRASS (3090 ZINC)

RUPTUR€ ANO YIELD LIMTT (N/hM2)

nm

;/-^oo'
'.t'

o 20 40 60 80 100

THICKNESS REDUCTION (%)

gorcc: Bronnetl.1985

Fig 8. Tensile properties ofbrass. From Brennert 1985.

Bronze

Bronze, like the other copper alloys, has probably been

imported during prehistoric time. The chemical com-
position of bronze in Scandinavia varies notably be-

tween the Bronze Age and the Iron Age. The relative

amount of pure tin-bronzes is higher in the Bronze Age

but thevariation of tin concentration is lower in thelron
Age (Oldebetg, L942).

A tin-bronze with 6 % tin has thehighest tensile proper-

ties of the copper-alloys in this study, which is shown in
fi gure 9. At 80 % thickness reduqtion the rupture limit is
more than 900 Nimm2, but the metal is brittle.

1000

o20406080
THICKNESS REDUCTION (%)

gorco: Brennort,1986

Fig 7, Tensile properties of copper. From Brennert 1985,
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RUPTURE AND YIELo LIMIT (N/mm2)
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TENSILE PBOPERTIES FOR
BRONZE (79o TINN) (According to
Karlebo Handbok, 1986, 6% tinn)

TENSILE PROPERTIES FOR
STEEL (0.15O/O CARBON)

RUPTURE AND YIELD LIMIT (N/MM2}
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Fig 9. Tensile properties ofbronze. From Brennert 1985.

Iron

Scandinavia is rich in iron-ores. Therefore there has
probably never be€n any major import of iron to this
areå.. The handling of iron is an old and widespread
knowledge in Sweden. The oldest sites, with traces of
iron-craftsmanship, date back to the late Bronze Age,
and there are finds of prehistoric ironmaking in every
county of the realm (Serning 1987).

Figure 10 shows that the rupture limit of steel increase,
to a certain point, with increasing amount of carbon.
Even steel with low carbon-content reaches higher
tensile properties when worked than most of the cop-
per-alloys, which figure 11 gives an example of,

RUPTURE LIMITS FOR STEEL WITH
DIFFERENT CARBON CONTENT

RUPTURE LIMIT {N,/mmz)
1 200

1 000 _,-"=-----=-=---." it

0,4 0,8 0,a 1 \2
CABBON CONTENT (9")

8oro..6r.nn.rt. l9e6

Fig 10. Rupture limir ofsteel with different carbon content. From
Brennert 1985.

Fig 11. Tensile properties of steel with 0.15% caröon. From
Brennert 1985.

Summary

Neither copper nor brass can compete with iron as

construction metal of a clasping device. Tin-bronze,
with a tin content of 6Vo, has very good elasticity and
is used as construction material for springs nowadays
(Karlebo Handbok 1986). It cannot be excluded that
this bronze surpasses low-carbon steel in the function
of a spring.

The copper-alloys have no marked endurance limit,
like steel. This means that after a certain number of
loading-changes these metals will break from fatigue,
see figure 12 (Metallnormcentralen 1980).

0.0L 1 10 100
No. of load changes xL06

Fig 12. Wöhler diagram. D = endurance limit. N = fatigue rupture
limit. Afler Metallnormcentralen 1980.

1.8o 10 100

6',1
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The conclusion drawu is that steel, on the whole, is
better than copper and its alloys as construction mate-

rial for a clasping device, with a reservation that certain

bronzes might surpass low-carbon steel as material for
springs.

Load test of reconstructions

To strengthen the conclusions above and to test the

different material properties as clasping devices, load

tesls on reconstructed devices were made at the Ar-
chaeological Research I-aboratory, Stockholm Univer-
sity. Of the four available materials three different
devices were made of each, as presented in figure 13.

Method

The devices were stuck to a stand with a 4mm diameter

coil-axis, shown in figure 14. Then the devices were

loaded with weights at the distance of 45mm out on the

pin counting from axis-center. At each load the elastic

deflection was measured. This is the distance the pin is

bent from the startingpoint. The aim was to continue

loading to the point of deformation (i.e' when the pin
does not return to the startingpoint after unloading)'

Calculations

The calculations presented below are received or de-

rived from Karlebo Handbok(1986). For each device a

diagram ofloaded force (F) and elastic deflection (f)

was made. This curve is called the characteristic curve

Fig 14. Test stand used in the load test.

of the spring and its inclination is defined as the

formula:

F:k f

For most springs k is assumed to be a constant, with the

unit N/mm. The higher k-value, the stiffer the spring.

The work of the spring (W) is the amount of energy

contained in the spring when compressed. This energy

rjt-
ll
il

ll

TABEL OF RECONSTRUCTED CLASPING DEVICES

Device No. Metal

Brass
Brass
Brass

Copper
Copper
Copper

Brortze
Bronze
llronze

Steel

Steel
Steel

AIloy

377o zirtc

377o zinc
3'79a zinc

Coil-size Notes

F1

F2

F3

F4
F5
F6

w
m
F9

6Vo tin
67o tin
6Vo tin

low carbon

low carbon
low carbotr

z
4

8

2

1

8

2

4

8

2

4

8

SS 51 50-02 Annealed
SS 51 50-02 Annealed
SS 51 50-02 Annealed

SS 50 10-02 Annealed
SS 50 10-02 Annealed
SS 50 10-02 Arrnealed

SS 54 28-07 I{ardworked
SS 54 28-07 Hardworked
SS 54 28-07 Flardworked

Annealed
Annealed
Annealed

F10
F11

F12

Fig 13. Table of reconstructed devices.
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equals to the area under the characteristic curve,
W: F di or, when k is a constant:

W:F f

W has the unit Nmm. To be able to compare W at the

same elastic deflection, diagrams with W on one axis
and f on the other were made (Isaksson 1990).

Most of the material stress in a spring is bending stress.

This is calculated with the formula:

w8E
6o:{ V

where ob is the bending stress (N/mm), W is the work
(Nmm), E is the modulus of elasticity (N/mm2), V is
the volume ofthe spring and "8" is a constant depend-

ent on the form of the wire making the spring.

A spring is strong if it can receive a large amount of
force with low material stress. Thus, if the ratio oo/F

is low the spring is strong.

The ratio oo/f one is a measure of how the material
stress varies with the elastic deflection. This is a
measure of the materials ability to withstand deforma-
tion.

Results

Measured and calculated results are presented in figure
15. The conclusions below refer to figures made out of
this table.

Characteristic curye: The k-values for the devices of
copper and its alloys show no great differences. The k-
value for the iron devices is generally higher. See

figure 16.

Work at 10mm elastic deflection: The values of W,o for
the devices of copper and its alloys are here, too, well
assembled and those of iron are clearly higher. See

figure 17.

Material stress/force: As shown in figure 18 none of the

materials stand out in comparison with the others.

Material stress/elastic deflection: The values of oo/f for
the devices of copper and its alloys are well assembled

and the values for the iron devices are notably higher.
See figure 19.

Deformation: The copper and brass devices were
deformed at a force of 2.0-2.5 N. The bronze device

showed little or no sign of deformation at a force of 6.9

Fig 15. Results of the load tests. D = deformed. Measurements
brackets is neglected.
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Fig 16. Characteristic curves, or k-values, of the reconstructed

devices.

Material stress/force

Characteristic curve

4

Size of coil

Coppet -1- Bronze : Steel

1

Size ot coil

+ copper -*- Bronze + steel

Work at lomm deflection

24
Size of coil

-'- Btass + Copper '+ Bronze + Steel

Fig 17. Work at 10mm deflection of the reconstructed devices.

Material stress/elastic deflection

- 
Brass

Fig 19. Material
devices.

4ö
Size of coil

+ Copper -* Bronze +steel

stress/ elastic deflection of the reconstructed

If one has in mind that the elastic deflection needed on

a brooch is only a some centimeter in length, the

qualities of the iron device are favourable, owing to the

higher degree of stored energy and the resistance to

fatigue.

Induction of clasping

The climatological history of Scandinavia has been

analysed by the means of glaciology, lichenometrics
and 'aC-analysis. These examinations show that at the

end of the 46 cenhrry AD a deterioration of the clirnate
took place (Karl6n 1979). If this demanded thicker and

heavier clothes it might have been the induction of the

use of iron as a clasping device.

The archaeological finds oftextile are few in Scandina-

via. Although, some researchers claim that the four-
leaved twill, which isheavier than the two-leaved twill,
dominated in garment during the Migration period
(Hald 1950, Bender-Jorgensen 1986). Ifthis is the case

it would strengthen the hypothesis above.

-_- Bra9s

- 
Brass

70

50

40

30

10

Fig 18. Material stress/force ofthe reconstnrcted devices'

N. Further measuring was not possible as the pin
reached the table. The iron device was deformed at a

force of 2.9-3.9.

Conclusions

The devices ofiron are stiffer and store more energy at

the same elastic deflection than do those of copper and

its alloys. The higher value of stored energy makes the

brooch attain better clasping, makes it more safely

clasp the garment.

The bending stress of an iron device has a higher

increase per increased elastic deflection than have

copper and copper-alloy devices. This is to a certain

degree compensated by the higher tensile properties of
iron, though.

The device ofbronze has very good tensile properties

concerning its spring function, because the tensile

properties of the material are high and the bending

stress increase per elastic deflection is low. That is why
the bronze devices were not deformed.

6^
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When the clasping device is made of iron, it can be

made smaller than one made of copper-alloy. This
allows it to be placed out of sight, on the back of the

brooch. This separates the practical function of the

device fromthe symbolic featuring of thehandicraft. It
is tempting to imagine a change of the symbolic
language, with the result that there was no place for the

coils in it, as a factor interacting in the development.

This would also involve a change in garment-style,
because the brooch is inseparable from the garment as

part of a whole. So it is because the brooch has two
functions regarding the garment. First, it is a means to
close the garment, and, secondly, it is an omament.
And as an ornament it has to be seen in its context, the

garment. Furthermore, the garment is not only a way
to hide one's body and to keep it warm. It is also a
manifestation of afhliation and difference between

individuals, generations, sexes, social classes, guilds
andreligions (Vierck 1978). So, theoretically, achange

in these expressions could lead to a change of the

brooch and its clasping-device.

Raw material access

Copper and its alloys have been accessible in Scandina-

via throughout the Iron Age. The Scandinavians had,

though, to rely on imported material.

If the decline of the massive Roman production, caused

by the fall of the Roman empire, would have resulted

in a shortage of raw material in Scandinavia this could
have induced the change. But the clasping device is
such a small part of the whole brooch, so it is not likely
to make any significant difference.

The domestic access to iron was good and a long
tradition of iron-making prevailed already at the end

of the early Iron Age.

In the clasp of society and economics

Without food man can do nothing but fi ght for survival.
When there is enough food for one man to feed another

this other nun can do something else.

The prehistoric sites of the period of interest show that
agriculture was close to the top of an expansion-phase.

This included extensive hedging, manuring, and sta-

bling of cattle (Widgren 1983). This mirrors an eco-

nomically ground-based and regulated structure of
society, whose character points towards social stratifi-
cation (Myrdal 1988). There is a high possibility of
economic over-production.

Such a society enables an economic redistribution. This
is a solid ground for economic specialisation, such as

professional craftsmanship (Martens 1988, Serning

re79).

In a society with these structures the ways of diffusion
ought to be good. If this structure was the same in most

parts of Scandinavia, there would have been few
economic and social factors inhibiting the develop-
ment,

These conditions indicate an advantageous context for
technological development in general of which no
obstructions have been found.

Technology

A necessary condition for this change is that the pin and

spring are made separate from the rest of the brooch.
Such a tradition existed in northem Europe, to which
Scandinavia belongs.

As mentioned above the tradition of making and using
iron was probably strong by the time of the develop-

ment. It seems unlikely that any primary "research'
would be made on the technology of clasping. This
makes the change stand out as a secondary effect of a
general technological development and it mirrors the

good craftsmanship and profound metallurgical
knowledge of the time.

The way of diffusion

As the clasping device of iron is also common in
Norway, it cannot be excluded that the innovation
originally came fromthispartof Scandinavia. Also, the

spread of the cruciform brooches indicates a West-
Scandinavian cultural society. This, together with the

fact that the devices with extreme coils are still in use

in the Baltic sea region and that the few cruciform
brooches lacking an iron device are concentrated to the

south-eastern parts of Sweden, are indications of a

diffusion from the west to the east in Scandinavia. See

figure 20.

It is possible that there was a continuous diffusion
southwards to the Continent, because the iron-device
does not appear there until around 500 AD.

A change in the material world

The possible result of this innovation is that the tensile
properties of the brooch increased. This made it possi-

ble to wear heavier clothes and the experiment made

shows that the brooch attained better clasping. It is
likely that the lifetime of it became longer. And as the
pin could be made thinner it could be used on finer
textiles with reduced damage.
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Fig 20. The distribution of cruciform brooches (accessible at the National Museum of Antiquties) in Sweden. Triangles marks brooches which

has been identified as having clasping devices made ofnon-ferrous metals. After Isaksson, 1990.
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Conclusions

The analysis shows that the change implied an im-
provement. Two possible ways of induction were
found. First, a deterioration of the climate and, second,
a change in garment style and/or change in shape of the
brooch itself.

The conditions in society indicate an advantageous
context for technological development in general of
which no obstructions have been found.

The change is interpreted as a secondary effect of the
general technological development and it mirrors good
craftsmanship and profound metallurgical knowledge.

A possible way of diffusion goes from the west of
Scandinavia to the east and south to the continent of
Europe.

The new device made it possible to wear heavier
clothes, the brooch attained better clasping, the life-
time of it became longer and it could be used on finer
textiles with reduced damage.
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